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A foggy bad road, you are going fast,  
driving a complex machine ,  

others on road not all organised.
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A foggy bad road, you are going fast,  
driving a complex machine ,  

others on road not all organised. 

What do you do? 
Become one with the act !
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So,what is GOOD —> BRILLIANT?
Let me illustrate this on a 5-point scale.
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Let me illustrate this on a 5-point scale. 
GOOD : The outcomes here are  
                acceptable.

Do well, with exp..

So,what is GOOD —> BRILLIANT?
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Let me illustrate this on a 5-point scale. 
GOOD->GREAT  
See, the outcomes rise sharply with      
         more experience.

Do well, with exp..

So,what is GOOD —> BRILLIANT?
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Let me illustrate this on a 5-point scale. 
GREAT-> BRILLIANT 
Requires immense practice. 
The outcomes rise slowly, to peak. 
You react spontaneously.

Do well, with exp..

So,what is GOOD —> BRILLIANT?



Good testing is a combination of

Intellect

Techniques Heuristics

Process

Technology Tools



Brilliant testing happens when you are:

fully IMMERSED, in the moment 
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Brilliant testing happens when you are:



fully IMMERSED, in the moment  
sharply FOCUSSED, yet unbounded 
very OBSERVANT, but non-judgemental 
LOGICAL and CREATIVE 
PLAYFUL and JOYFUL

That is, you are in a FLOW

Brilliant testing happens when you are:
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So, what is FLOW?
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FLOW is a state : 
… where are immersed, absolutely mindful

So, what is FLOW?
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FLOW is a state : 
… where are immersed, absolutely mindful 
… where you do enormous work, without tiring 
… when you are very observant, dispassionate  
… when you are very agile, reacting fluidly  
… where time seems frozen, infinitely stretched 
… where you are not all stressed, kinda ‘float’

A state of opposites with no tension 

So, what is FLOW?



How to get into FLOW  
to do BRILLIANT TEST?



engage senses - visual, tactile, hearing  
- pictures, colours, pen, paper,  
   write, doodle, music

engage 
senses
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How to get into FLOW  
to do BRILLIANT TEST?

(1) sketch out strategy  
(2) jot  test ideas , suggestions  
(3) note down questions, observations  
(4) list scenarios  
(5) record issues
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- pictures, colours, pen, paper,  
   write, doodle, music 
converge stimuli harmoniously
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engage senses - visual, tactile, hearing  
- pictures, colours, pen, paper,  
   write, doodle, music 
converge stimuli harmoniously 

observe silently, absorb, don’t judge 
gently immerse, flow over distractions 

see the part, connect with the whole  
being outside, visualise the inside

visualise 
the insides

engage 
senses

converge 
stimuli

observe 
silently

gently  
immerse

connect 
with system

How to get into FLOW  
to do BRILLIANT TEST?
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DO ‘immense practice’

visualise 
the insides

engage 
senses

converge 
stimuli

observe 
silently

gently  
immerse

connect 
with system

to be in 
FLOW
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In a state of FLOW,  is when logic & creative combine. 
Observant , Non-judgemental, Expansive thinking.
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This is when we exploit the infinite power we possess, delving 
into sub-conscious that is far bigger that conscious mind.
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This is when we exploit the infinite power we possess, delving 
into sub-conscious that is far bigger that conscious mind. 

Interesting questions pop up,  ideas germinate rapidly, 
actions done quickly, tiny observations captured, 

 resulting in brilliant testing.

Part of Immersive Session Testing (IST), 

a style that marries logical left with creative right, with a practice that is immersive.
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Automation helps to be efficient, smarter tools makes it better.
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Automation helps to be efficient, smarter tools makes it better. 
Now delve deeper to complement machine, to be brilliant. 

 Exploit the power of sub conscious, by being in a FLOW.  
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To become GOOD/GREAT, learn, do, unlearn. 
Use knowledge and experience gained.



To become BRILLIANT, go inward. 
Practise immensely. Harness innate potential.

To become GOOD/GREAT, learn, do, unlearn. 
Use knowledge and experience gained.



Be in a flow. TEST BRILLIANTLY.
Have a great day!


